Class Size Counts Supports HB 168 for Science Laboratory Class Size Caps of 24
HB 168 caps science lab classes at 24 students consistent with safety
recommendations by the American Chemistry Society, the National
Science Teachers Association, and the National Science Education
Leadership Association. This bill will reduce accidents during science
experiments and improve the quality of science instruction.
Scientists and science educators recommend class size caps of 24
students for science classes with labs.
The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) Position Statement on Lab Safety states that:
Overcrowding has two research-based safety concerns: sufficient supervision and adequate
individual workspace. Classes containing more than 24 students engaged in science activities
cannot safely be supervised by one teacher. Additionally, research data show that accidents rise
dramatically as class enrollments exceed 24 students or when inadequate individual workspace
is provided (West et al. 2005).1
The American Chemistry Society endorses these NSTA recommendations.2
The University of Texas found that accidents – especially major accidents – increased dramatically when
there were more than 24 students in a science class.3 Flinn Scientific, Inc. summarizes the research and
several state laws on “overcrowding in the science laboratory” on its web site, which show that large
classes increase accidents, reduce the teacher’s ability to answer questions, cause teachers to reduce
the number of student labs, and increase discipline problems.4
The National Science Education Leadership Association’s position paper on “Occupancy Loads in School
Science Labs” states that “[b]ased on current research, a maximum class size of 24 students is the
academic and safety expectation for school science laboratories.”5 NSELA also urges all states to adopt
laws which ‘recognize that every person owes a duty of care to another to avoid causing them to
experience injury from exposure to unreasonable risks of harm from their action or inaction.” NSELA
cites case law that school districts should properly meet their duty of care to their students and
teachers by supporting certain minimum requirements or standards.6
What is Virginia’s Position on Class Size?
Currently, the Virginia Code does not cap science laboratory class sizes.7
Why is this a Problem?
When science classes have more than 24 students, there are significantly higher safety risks during labs.
With too many students, teachers reduce the number of hands-on labs, and rely more on teacher
demonstrations. One science teacher who served as a department chair in multiple schools, for
example, noted that FCPS chemistry teachers are doing fewer labs that require the use of fire or acids.
What Will this Investment Yield?
By supporting HB 168, Virginia will meet its duty of care to its science laboratory students and teachers
and provide a safe, productive learning environment. Please support HB 168.
www.classsizecounts.com; Twitter: @CSCFairfax
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